
1. From 1986, regular and steadily 

    increasing rock coverage. 

2. By 1991, reduced pop entries and 

     reportage linked primarily to 1980s 

     acts in contrast to previously broad 

     historical coverage. 

3. By 1991, some reduction in jazz 

    coverage but reportage still linked  

    to acts across a wide spread of  

    decades (40s to 80s) in roughly equal measure. 

4. Roots coverage increasing from 1986 and linked to musicians  

    spanning a broad range of decades. 

5. By 1991, coverage dominated by rock music of the 1980s plus a few  

    new 1990s acts.  
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Introduction 
PhD Research questions based upon my 

Masters degree dissertation: 

1) When did the English quality press  

     commence regular popular music   

     coverage? 

2) What form did that coverage take (e.g.  
     which article types) between 1981-1991? 
3) What language was applied to popular  

     music coverage in the quality press during  

     that period? 

Subsequent Research Question: 

    Which popular styles were included or  

    excluded as a result of commercially  

    motivated segmentation of readers?  

    (Gudmundsson et al, 2002). 

 

Background 

 

 

Methodology 
Triangulation of data from three sources. 

1. Quantitative analysis: 

a. Purposive sampling of English quality  

    newspapers using a slice approach: March  

    editions, 1981 to 1991, of The Times, The  

    Guardian, The Independent, The Sunday 

    Times, The Observer, The Independent on  

    Sunday.  

b. All music-related content recorded within a  

     tailor-made database.  744 editions  
     included in total. 

c. Categorisation and thematic analysis of  

     database contents. 

 

2. Qualitative: 

2.1 Interviews 

a) Quota sampling by 

     publication and 

     frequency of contribution. 

b) 15 semi-structured 

      interviews. 

c) Digitally recorded. 

d) 2-3 hours duration. 

e) Thematic analysis of transcriptions. 

 

2.2. Critical Discourse Analysis:  

Classification of phrases and terminology from 

36 sample articles to test five hypotheses, 
namely that the following occurred: 

 

a. Reduced usage of musical terminology. 

b. Increased provision of background  

     information. 

c. Reduced reference to other music and  

     musicians. 

d. Greater description of audiences for rock  

     and pop. 

e. Higher incidence of value judgements in  

     connection with rock and pop writing. 

Conclusions 
1. By mirroring audience segmentation driven  

    by the music industry, broadsheets  

    perpetuated a shift towards increasingly  

    narrow conceptions of ‘popular music’ with  

    contemporary rock coverage allowed to  

    dominate from 1986 onwards. 

2. The observed increase in rock coverage,  

    intended to attract ‘younger’ and middle  

    aged audiences alike, highlights the   

    broadsheets assumptions about a) the    

    preferences of their desired readership and  

    b) the profitability of different genres.  

3. By shifting the emphasis to then recent rock  
    coverage, music of earlier decades was  

    increasingly side-lined across all genres. 

4. Increased allegiance with market 

    segmentation may have marginalised styles  

    which could not easily be categorised (e.g.  

    easy listening, senior 

    tastes, children’s music, 

    comic songs, pre 

    1960s music). 

5. Has an unhelpful   

    precedent, and  

    distorted perspective, 

    thus been established? 

 

Next Steps 
• Further analysis of the 1981 to 1991 sample 

group by a) sub genre, b) gender of artists 
achieving broadsheet coverage and c) 

roots artists by overseas versus UK derived 

acts. 

• Contemporary analysis of the English 

quality press, from 2001 to 2011, to map out 

the nature of the legacy inherited from the 

1980s and to identify ‘marginalised’ forms 

of popular music over the 30 year period 

by a) genre b) subgenre c) decade in 

which the artist reviewed first achieved 

public recognition and d) artists’ gender. 

• An extension of the research to sections of 

the English specialist music press (e.g. Mojo, 

Q, Uncut) to identify similar trends..  
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Key Influences:  

1) The Wapping Dispute (1986). 

2) Improved print production processes. 

3) The Independent (launched 1986). 

4) Q magazine (launched 1986). 

5) Conservative government free-market 

     policies. 

6) Feature writing superseding overnight  

     music reviews. 

 

“I’m willing to bet 
that actually the 

most popular song is 
Y Viva España 

because it is sung by 
anybody at any sort 

of do”. (Gelly, 
Interview, 2006). 

“In the 1980s, 
newspapers 

employed rock critics 
to attract younger 

readers and 
generate 

advertising”. (Frith, 
2002: 239). 

“the teenage 
market…is now a 

less lucrative 
proposition for 

the music 
industry and 

related popular 
cultural industries 

who focus 
increasingly on 

the more 
affluent 25 to 45 

year age 
bracket”. 

(Bennett, 2001: 
154). 

 

2.2 Critical Discourse Analysis: 
a) Lay musical terminology most  

     frequently found in rock and pop  

     sample articles. 

b) Highest incidence of references to  

     musicians’ commercial successes  

     (e.g. titles of previous albums, singles,  

     chart success or tours) in rock, pop  

     and jazz writing. 

c) Rock and pop writing frequently  

     referred to other music and musicians,  

     e.g. for comparative purposes. 

d) Rock and pop audiences often  

     astutely ‘described’. 

e) Less use of objective or  descriptive  

     writing in favour of embellished or  

     author-led commentary. 

“…minor bits of 
popular music were 
getting completely 

ignored so they tried to 
attach themselves to 

jazz… show singers 
would make a record 

and nobody would 
review it, because 

there was no 
category” …with an 

aging population there 
are thousands of 

people who actually 
like something 

completely different” 
(Gelly, 2006). 

Results: 
1. Quantitative 

2. Quantitative 
2.1 Interviews 

Bar charts showing distribution of acts covered, according to the decade 

in which the artist reviewed first achieved public recognition, by year of 

coverage (1981, 1986, 1991) and genre. 

Pie charts showing distribution of popular music coverage by year and 

number of articles, (March editions). 
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